
#------------------------------
###Program 1: Using Variables
#------------------------------

#The name of a variable and its value are distinct
#assigning value to a numerical variable
#The name of a variable is "naked", i.e., doesn't have $ in front
#when declared, assigned, unset and exported

let number=23      #no space on either side of =
echo "\$number =" $number
echo \$number = ${number} #$var is a short form for ${var}

#unsetting a variable's value
unset number;
echo "\$number =" $number

#if you want to have spaces, put = within double quotes
let "number =  23"
echo "\$number =" $number

#it's not necessary to use let for variable assignment
number=23
echo "\$number =" $number

#variables are untyped
number=twenty
echo "\$number =" $number

#single quoting makes the value literally what it is
number='twenty'
echo "\$number =" $number
number2=$number
echo "\$number2 =" $number2
number3='$number'
echo "\$number3 =" $number3
number4="$number";
echo "\$number4 =" $number4

#double quoting allows space inside a variable's value
number="one hundred and thirty four";
echo "\$number =" $number

#Reading from stdin is another kind of assignment
#echo normally prints a newline at the end, suppress newline



echo -n "Enter a value for \"number\" "
read number #We can type in 23 or twenty three to be read
echo "The value of \"number\" is $number"

##----------------------
##Program 2
##----------------------
#!/bin/bash
#Arithmetic expressions

let number=200
let "number = number + 300"
echo "number = $number"

#$(( ...)) is used to assign values to numerical variables from arithmetic 
expressions
let number1=$((100+2)); #let is not necessary when used with (( ... ))
echo "number1 = $number1"
let number1=$((number1 + 200))
echo "number1 = $number1"
let number1=$(( (((number + number1) * 20)/21) ))
echo "number1 = $number1"

#variables are untyped
number1="one thousand and one hundred and tweny one";
echo ${number1/one/two}   #perform substitution on the string, the first 
occurence only
number1=${number1//one/two} #perform substitution everywhere on the string
echo "number1 = $number1"

#--------------------
#Program 3
#-------------------
#various condition testings and 'if' statement

#[[ ... ]] construct is new, it allows extended condition checking like 
#most programming languages
if [[ 2 >  1 ]]
then



echo "2>1"
fi

#[...] is the old form of conditional checking; there are restrictions what 
can be used inside
if [ 2 -gt  1 ]
then
echo "2>1"
fi

let n=100;
let n1=200;
if [[ $n > $n1 ]]
then 
echo "$n is bigger than $n1"
else 
echo "$n is not bigger than $n1"
fi

#numeric comparisons: <  <=  > >=  ==
if [[ $n == $n1 ]]
then 
echo "$n is not equal to $n"
elif [[ $n > $n1 ]]

then
echo "$n is bigger than $n1"
else 
echo "$n is less than $n1"

fi

echo "---------------"
fname="Chris"
mname=""
lname="Rothblatt"

if [[ -z  $mname ]] #-z tests to see if the string is of zero length
then
echo "You forgot to enter a middle name"
echo -n "Please enter a middle name nowi:"
read mname
echo "The middle name is $mname"
fi

#String comparison operators: == (equal), != (not equal), < (less in ASCII 
alphabetic order),



#> (bigger in ASCI alphabetic order), -n (string is not null)

#-------------------------
#Program 4
#-------------------------
#testing files. 
#There are many file test operators. These are useful for systems 
administrators

files=$(ls /etc/)
echo $files

for file in $files
do 

absName="/etc/$file"
echo "absName =$absName"

if [[ -d "$absName" ]]
then
echo "$absName is a directory"
fi

if [[ -f "$absName" ]]
then
echo "$absName is a regular file"
fi

if [[ -r "$absName" ]]
then 
echo "$absName  is readable by user $LOGNAME"
fi

if [[ -w "$absName" ]]
then 
echo "$absName  is writeable by user $LOGNAME"
fi

if [[ -x "$absName" ]]
then
echo "$absName is executable by user $LOGNAME"
fi

done



#--------------------
#Program 5
#--------------------
#add a list of numbers

numbers="1 2 3 4 5"
let sum=0;
for number in $numbers

do
echo number to add = $number
let sum=$(( sum + number ))
done

echo sum is $sum


